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Abstract- Stabilizer system is a package comprised of three separate sets; clamps, rods (pipes), and protrusions that will 
internally be connected to the body of machine. The responsibilities of stabilizer system is keeping specimen at the center of 
chamber during the experiment and preventing from sliding or movement of it. In the design of stabilizer system, the bigger 
rod will be welded to protrusion. On the other hand, the smaller rod slides in the bigger rod by using one spring that is 
located in it. Moreover, four holes are contrived on the surface of the bigger rod for entering the fluid inside of it and use the 
fluid energy to push the smaller rod up. The application of the stabilizer system is in creep testing machines which use fluid 
to apply equal load to the specimen simultaneously. 
 
Index terms- Stabilizer system,Clamp,Keeper,Jig and fixtures 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is undoubtedly true that results of experiment have 
changed to a controversial issue especially when it 
comes to equipment fields. The importance of this 
affair getting more highlight in majors such as 
mechanics, civil, metallurgy and so forth. One 
fundamental factor in laboratories experiments is 
instruments. Experiments’ devices must be designed 
and manufactured such that amount of errors inclined 
towards zero which it will cause having reliable and 
accurate data and results.  
Experiments’ means that used for creep, fatigue and 
corrosion tests comprises a vital part that their 
responsibility is keeping sample balance during the 
experiments. During last fifty years various facilities 
have been used to reach this aim (fixing sample at the 
center of cell during the experiments) in different 
experiments like uniaxial, biaxial and triaxial tests. 
Procuring this purpose could be hard and complicated 
due to a significant reason; these types’ experiments 
usually are along with high level of pressure and 
temperature that can deal to displace and move the 
sample. 
All in all each of previous instruments designed in 
order to use in a particular system. Some of them 
were useful and some of them not. Most of means 
have been designed to do their duty in condition with 
a constant pressure, stress and temperature and 
without any changes in dimension of the sample 
during the experiment however in some creep 
experiments that samples are exposure to high level 
of equal pressure, stress at the same time by fluid and 
consequently change in dimensions of sample. In 
these situations, a more professional means is needed 
to be able to strike the sample balance during the 
experiment even amid modifying size of the 
specimen. 
Design 
Stabilizer system must be designed such that have the 
best efficiency in a system like “一种蠕变试验机 (A 
kind of creep testing machine)” which have been 

patented in 2016 with Application number: 
CN201511018439 and written by Abbas 
AghajaniKalkhouran and Xu Jianfeng. Moreover, it 
would be appropriate in other machines which work 
based on applying equal forces to all parts of the 
cylindrical sample simultaneously by fluid. 
Stabilizer system have been designed by Pro-
Engineer afterwards analyzed by ANSYS software. It 
comprises several parts that will be explained in the 
following paragraphs.It is a set of two separate 
clamps each of which comprised four L shape clip 
(corner shape) which connected to the rods from one 
side and specimen from another side. They have 
responsibility of fixing specimen in the center of the 
cell without any displacements. The design shall be in 
such a way that specimen can be placed and fixed in 
the center and have an appropriate thickness. 
Moreover, it should be made from strength material 
to resist high level of pressure, stress, and 
temperature. 
L shape clip (corner shape) has two faces with 7.5mm 
length and 10mm width to contact with sample and 
about 5mm thickness. 
Protrusions 
These parts are two chamfered protrusions that 
should be welded to the inside of the body and lid of 
cell as a link between cell and rods to increase 
strength of system. 
Rods 
There are sixteen rods including eight bigger and 
eight smaller that will be separated two by two. The 
smallershould slide inbigger. They can move via 
eight springs which are located behind the smaller 
rods inside of bigger rods and create eight sets of rods. 
Four of them will be connected to the upperprotrusion 
and the others to the lower by welding. Rods have the 
responsibility of connecting protrusions to L shape 
clips. The design of rods is in a way that they will be 
vigor to resist high level of pressure, stress, and 
temperature (to do that we designate 5mm diameter 
of rod). Therefore, the material which will be used for 
making them is important. In order to create rod we 
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should divide it to three parts; bigger rod, smaller rod, 
and spring.  
Bigger rod 
Bigger rod has responsibility of keeping the smaller 
rod and let it slide inside via the spring which is 
located inside of the bigger rod behind of the smaller 
rod. Bigger rod should be vigor to resist to high level 
of pressure, stress, and temperature. 

Figure 1. Outline of stabilizer system 

 
Note: with this setting the diameter of rod is 20mm 
and its length is 20mm that has enough strength. 
Smaller rod 

Figure 2. Drawing of stabilizer system 

 
The duty of smaller rod is connecting the bigger one 
to the L shape clip. It can slide inside of the bigger 
rod and has connection with spring to move and track 
the specimen when shrinkage happens. 
This part has 15mm length and 5mm diameter to have 
enough strength. 
Spring 
The spring of clamp should be located inside of the 
bigger so that to connect protrusion from one side and 
small rod from another side. This spring pushes the 
smaller rod to guide and move L shape clip toward 
the sample with 10mm length and 1.5 pitch values 
during specimen shrinkage. 
Stabilizer system works such that pressured fluid 
would be enter the bigger rod through four contrived 
holes around the surface of bigger rod. Pressure of 
fluid causes prolong the compressed spring 
subsequently it pushes the smaller rod and afterwards 
smaller rod could slide inside of the bigger one. 

Moving of the smaller rod moves L shape clip that is 
welded to the smaller rod. The spring allows system 
to track the sample during shrinkage. Changes in 
dimension of the specimen would be same when 
sample would be homogenous and isotropic. 
Therefore, changing in size deal with change in 
amount of pressure subsequently stabilizer system 
can track the sample via prolongation and shortening 
the spring. 
 
Determination of materials 
One of the affordable and functional materials that 
can be used for manufacturing components of 
stabilizer system is structural steel unmistakably. 
Compressive Yield Strength             250MPa 
Tensile Yield Strength                      250MPa 
Tensile Ultimate Strength                 460MPa 
Reference Temperature                          22’C 

 
Table 1. Structural Steel – Constants [35] 

 
 

Table 2. Structural Steel – Isotropic Elasticity 

 
 

Table 3.Structural Steel – Strain-Life Parameters 
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Table 4. Structural Steel – Alternating stress mean stress 

 
 

ANSYS 
One affordable and effective way to test an 
engineering machine is analyzing this device by 
analytical software so that the device would be 
evaluated by placing it under simulated testing in a 
condition which is near to natural state. 
Geometry 
 
Note: To alleviate analysis we just analyze most 
critical parts of stabilizer system that we want to 
consider their behavior during experiment. In design 
modeler environment we should provide our model 
due to the fact that next stages have minimum 
problem. For example, it should be managed to 
getting the best mesh. 
 
Generally, contact tool which is subcategory of 
connections will manage the contacts between 
sections. In order to have better analyzing with 
respect to making a contact, some parts assumed as 
contact bodies and some as target bodies. In stabilizer 
system for contact between bigger and smaller rod we 
choose bigger rod as target and smaller rod as contact 
body and bonded is our chosen for their contact type. 
Of course analysis showed there is not any special 

different in results between choosing “bonded” or “no 
separation”. 

 
Figure 3. Contact and target body 

Mesh 
Mesh plays an important role in preparation model in 
order to have an accurate analysis.  
In order to mesh clamp comprises of L shape clip and 
smaller rod, Hex dominant method should be chosen. 
For size of the mesh 2mm has been chosen.Multi 
zone method is appropriate for bigger rod its upper 
face is selected as manual source and three sections 
for sweep element. Upper and lower edges should be 
divided to twenty parts by using edge sizing. For size 
of the mesh 3mm has been chosen.Last part is bottom 
of bigger rod that is a separate cylindrical shape in 
mesh step. Multi zone with manual source is an aptly 
method for meshing it. In addition, upper and lower 
edges should be divided like edges of bigger rod. For 
size of the mesh 3mm has been chosen.  

Figure 4. Meshed parts 

 
Temperature 
According to the test condition in this level we 
impose from 0 to about 80 ‘C temperature to cell and 
stabilizer system before taking them to the nest stage. 
In stabilizer system outer surfaces of bigger rod 
(except lower face), inner faces of bigger rod, bottom 
of smaller rod, outer faces of upper part of smaller 
rod, inside of the holes and all faces of L shape clip 
which totally are equal to sixteen faces 
Load 
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Select outer surfaces of bigger rod (except lower 
face), inner faces of bigger rod, bottom of smaller rod, 
outer faces of upper part of smaller rod, inside of the 
holes and all faces of L shape clip which totally are 
equal to sixteen faces to apply 0 to 220MPa pressure. 
Outer lower face of bigger rod and its bottom selected 
as fixed support. 

 
Figure 6. Pressure transmitter face(s) 

 
Figure 7. Fixed support parts 

 
Table 5. Results of analysis in ANSYS with safety factor 1.5 

 

 

Table 6. Results of analysis in ANSYS with safety factor 1.33 

 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
According to the two 1.5 and 1.33 safety factors 
working ranges for stabilizer system procured. For 
safety factor of 1.5, from 22 to 48 ’C no need to 
impose initial pressure and just there are limitation of 
maximum pressures that are from 159 to 263Mpa. 
Between 48 and 75 ‘C we need to have initial 
pressure which are from 24 to 211 Mpa and 
maximum allowed pressures are from 229 Mpa to 
265Mpa to execute experiment. And for 75 – 80 ‘C, 
minimum and maximum pressures are 255.5 Mpa and 
263Mpa respectively that is shows over 75’C amount 
of stress increases by growing the pressure. Moreover, 
with safety factor of 1.33, from 22 to 52 ‘C there is 
no need to incur launch pressure and maximum range 
is 178.5 – 248 Mpa. In contrast, from 52 to 80 ‘C 
applying initial pressure is required that is start from 
about 21Mpa for 55’C and will be finished by 180 
Mpa that is pertaining to 75’C. In addition, from 75’C 
to 80’C minimum pressures are 223 for 80’C.And 
266.5 for 85’C and maximum pressures are 300 Mpa 
and 297 Mpa respectively, which demonstrate a 
change in trend of relation between temperature and 
pressures. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the way of conclusion stabilizer system which is a 
package to fix the sample at the center of cell during 
the shrinkage and whole the experiment. The 
application of stabilizer system is in machines that 
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apply equal pressure to all parts of the cylindrical 
specimen simultaneously by fluid. 
This means designed and analyzed by Pro-Engineer 
and ANSYS respectively. The results of the ANSYS 
according to the assigned material for different 
components demonstrate the work range of this 
system is between 22 and 80 ‘C and it can tolerate up 
to 300 MPa stress. 
 

Figure 8. Pressure vs. Stress in different 
temperatures 

 

Figure 9. Working range in two different safety 
factors 

 

 
 
 
 

 


